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Moderately Slow

Piano

Oh, my love, my darling, I've hungered for your

touch a long, lonely time. Time goes

by so slowly and time can do so much, Are You Still

*Symbols for Guitar, Diagrams for Ukulele.
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Mine? I need your love, I need your love.

God speed your love to me!

A little faster

1. Lonely rivers flow to the sea, to the sea,
2. Lonely mountains gaze at the stars, at the stars,

To the open arms of the sea,
Waiting for the dawn of the day.
Lonely rivers sigh, "Wait for me, wait for me!"
All alone, I gaze at the stars, at the stars,

I'll be coming home, wait for me!
Dreaming of my love far away.

As at first
Oh, my love, my darling, I've hungered for your touch a

Tempo primo
long, lonely time. Time goes by so
slowly and time can do so much, Are You Still

Mine? I need your love, I need your love,

God speed your love to me!

me!

a tempo

poco ritenuto